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Abstract—The increasing growth of mobile devices technology and Mobilebased systems with the emerging of cloud computing technology, created a Mobile Cloud Computing field to be the recent future technology for different wireless services. The development of Mobile-based system under cloud computing
environment solve some performance and environment related issues include:
bandwidth, storage capacity, availability, scalability and heterogeneity. The Mobile-based cloud computing apps are different comparing to mobile computing
apps, since in the first model the devices run cloud based web applications not as
mobile computing native apps. Services of Mobile-based systems via cloud are
accessing and sharing through internet connection thus they are open for attacker
to attack on its security. Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks can cause
a big problem in mobile cloud computing security. The main objective of DDoS
attacks is to infect wireless devises resources (e.g., software applications, wireless network, etc.) and make them unavailable to the authorized user. In DDoS,
the attacker tries to overload the Mobile-based service with traffic. The main objective of this research paper is to introduce novel model for securing Mobilebased systems against DDoS attacks. Efficiency and performance analysis evaluations of the proposed model are presented. The feedbacks of the experimental
results were highly promising, for protecting mobile-based cloud computing systems against DDoS attacks.
Keywords—Mobile computing, cloud computing, mobile security, mobile attacks, denial of service attacks, distributed denial-of-service attacks

1

Introduction

The use of mobile have become an essential part of human life. The growing need
for mobile and wireless devices is a positive sign that these devices are playing an important role in human life also. Mobile devices specially are being used for text, voice,
and video chat (via social apps) as well as for information exchange. Since most of
individual have a mobile device, so the development of Mobile-based apps provides
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them with fast access to information they needed in their lives. Therefore, mobile devices have become instruments that allow new ways of interacting with institutional
services [1].
The rapid development of mobile technology and mobile computing fields became
a strong effect in the development of both wireless communications technology (hardware) and mobile-based apps (software). Mobile cloud computing is the development
and implementation of mobile computing apps under the cloud computing models. This
will provide full access to all Mobile-based cloud services through the cloud anytime,
and from anywhere. Therefore, mobile cloud computing is becoming a future technology, and the solution of its security issues become in focus for scientific research studies
[2].
Using mobile devices to access and run software apps have some related limitations
include: limited computing ability, processing power, and limited storage capacity. To
avoid these limitations, the idea of cloud computing is introduced as the use of external
computing resources that provides the services over Internet [3].
Attacks to the mobile devices and apps security have been increasing significantly.
Attackers may use various attack ways, such as cutting data access that among mobile
devices and putting infected code into mobile apps to gain access to users’ private information. These attacks are done by easy way via by weakness in the mobile design,
and the ways of using the mobile. Some weakness include: a failure in the authentication of user username or password, and the operating system is not updated by recent
versions continuslly [4].
Many research studies have been done in the network security and cloud security
fields but security of mobile computing in cloud computing environment is something
new and challengeable. In direction of cloud computing security many valuable research studies were published. Recently, mobile cloud computing security is having
some problems according to vulnerabilities in mobile devices and the existence of new
mobile attacks [5].
Mobile computing security needs to provide some important objectives for data communication include: availability, authentication, accountability, confidentiality, integrity, and portability. Therefore, the need to provide un-cutting session when user wants
to move from one URL link to another without any intervention has created motivation
for the attackers to perform many attacks on the mobile devices [6].
Our research study focuses on understanding and modeling Denial of Service attack
that represents one of dangerous and destructive attacks for mobile computing devices
and apps. DDOS attacks are normally worse than DOS attacks. The attacker goal is to
disrupt the web service or network access in order to stop authorized users from accessing to his service. The attacker targets to use a large number of machines to launch the
DDoS attacks, to overload the wireless network and mobile CPU. This will be in the
absence of any good mechanisms to face DDoS attacks DDoS attacks are frequently
increasing and target mobile computing systems. This issue opened many research areas and motivated the authors to study the problem and to innovate a proper approach
to protect mobile-based systems against this type of attacks [16].
The paper is consists of seven sections as follows: in section two, we present some
related and previous research work done in the same topic. In section three, we present
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a brief introduction about cloud computing' architecture, model, characteristics, deployment, and security. In section four we present attacks categories on mobile devices and
its apps. In section five we discuss Denial of Service attacks issue for mobile device
and its apps, and present the main goal of the DDoS attacks for mobile-based systems
running in cloud environment. In section six we introduce the proposed model and its
performance analysis evaluations for securing mobile-based systems against DDoS attacks in cloud computing environment. The paper finally concluded in section seven.

2

Related Work

In [8] the authors presented security technique on mobile phones, by defining some
critical weakness of existing models of security. The authors have shown how such
weakness can be used to publish DDoS attacks to public service infrastructures by redirect phone calls. This is done by infecting a specified code through the process of
overflow. The authors also demonstrated that, by only use1% of Linux-based mobile
apps, the service of an emergency-call center in a region with millions of population
can be disabled or denied [7].
In [9] the researchers discussed several weakness points of the UMTS security architecture that can be used by bad attackers to publish DoS attacks. They have shown
that an attacker tries to access unsecure control messages in order to manipulate specific
actions. They have presented many examples of these such attacks includes:
• Dropping ACK signal: In this case the attacker monitors the Temporary Mobile
Subscriber Identity allocation command messages and then leave any following
TMSI allocation complete message to repeatedly forced the creation of new one, as
a result will cause a denial of service attack to all the users in that location.
• Modification of unprotected RRC messages: In this case the attacker replaces a
valid RRC (Radio Resource Control) connection message with a reject RRC connection, as a result the quality of service (QoS) will be low, and this will lead at the
end to DoS attack.
• Modification of the initial security capabilities of mobile station (MS): In this
case attacker updates the RRC connection request message and this will lead to the
termination or failure of connection. This type of attack can do a dangerous damage
by implementing a very large number of connection requests simultaneously.
• Modification of authentication messages: This case will done if the Radio Network Controller (RNC), on getting a required message, releases the connection, and
disconnecting the MS.
• SQN synchronization: In SQN (Sequence Number) case, an attacker can require a
resynchronization procedure to be running simultaneously for a large number of users, and repeatedly, this will cause greatly overstress the Home Location Register
(HLR) of the user’s home network (HN).
• Extensible Authentication Protocol and Authentication Key Agreement Protocol - EAP-AKA: In this case the attacker can fraud an EAP-Response/AKA-client
message and send it to the EAP server to force it into stopping the protocol or can
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fraud an EAP-Response/AKA synchronization by failure notification to force the
server to make the costly resynchronization procedure [7].
In [10] the authors presented an attack where a bad user imitates a valid Global System for Mobile communications (GSM) base station to a Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) subscriber and, as a result, the attacker can spy on all
mobile calls and apps [7].
In [11] the authors investigated the chance of a DoS attack by useful advantage of a
specific flow found in the UMTS security model. This attack include the update of the
RRC connection Request Message that includes the user’s device security capabilities.
This message is not full protected and in case of mismatching, the connection will be
terminated, but during this process enough resources will be consumed at both sides
[7].
The researcher in [12], presented and discussed the types of failure that can be resulted to mobile phones, such as: violation of privacy, theft the identity and emergency
call number and distribution of DoS attacks [7].
In [14] the authors proposed cross-layer model for quality of service (QoS) signaling
protocol in Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs), which provides protection against
class of DoS attacks. The presented model uses distributed rate control to control the
bandwidth resources of the network, but does not depend on the maintenance of perflow state. In this model, each mobile node preserve a state table bandwidth limit reservations, which grow as a function of the number of neighbor nodes rather than the
number of traffic flows traversing the node. The proposed protocol provides quality of
service signaling on top of an arbitrary MANET routing protocol and uses mechanisms
at the Media Access Control layer (MAC) for QoS provisioning and resistance to attacks in conjunction with the signaling protocol. The key media access control layer
elements of the scheme consist of evaluating the available wireless range, traffic policing, and rate controlling, all of which are performed in a distributed way in the network.
But this solution prone to state table exhaustion [13].
The researchers in [15] proposed a process model to characterize the evolution of
node behaviors and studied the problem of node isolation where the effects of DoS
attacks are done. The proposed model is used to describe the evolution of node behaviors, and the randomly property of the model is analyzed to show the effects of node
behaviors. The node isolation problem is tested by examining the cooperative degree,
and the probabilistic connectivity of specific nodes is obtained by using the randomly
property of node behaviors. The survivability of wireless ad hoc net-works is analyzed
probabilistically, and its theoretical bounds are derived in closed forms, which is used
to evaluate the impacts of different behaviors [13].
In this research study we extend the proposed mechanism introduced in [16] to protect Mobile-based cloud systems against DDoS.

3

Cloud Computing Model

Cloud computing architecture consists of three service layers called: Software as a
Service (SaaS); Platform as a service (PaaS) and Infrastructure as a service (IaaS).
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Therefore, Cloud computing model is introduced as five components that comprise:
clients, applications, platforms, infrastructure and servers. Cloud model promotes
availability and is consist of five essential characteristics that provide (1) high scalability and elasticity, (2) availability and reliability, (3) performance and optimization, (4)
accessibility and portability, and (5) manageability and interoperability [17].
The present clouds are published in one of four deployment models: (1) Private
cloud: the cloud infrastructure is provided for private used by a single organization
comprising of multiple users. (2) Community cloud- in which the cloud infrastructure
is provided for specific use by a specific community of consumers from organizations
that have shared concerns (e.g., mission, security requirements, policy, and compliance
considerations), (3) Public cloud- in which the cloud infrastructure is provided for open
use by the general public, and (4) Hybrid cloud - in which the cloud infrastructure is
consists of two or more cloud infrastructures [17].
Cloud computing Security is critical when developing cloud applications and services. Cloud security concerns arise because the customer data, information, and programs are stored in the servers of cloud provider. Cloud computing security identifies
some important objectives include: Availability, Authentication, Accountability, Confidentiality, Integrity, and Portability [16].
The above security objectives require; use of certain security mechanisms and services to be developed, for improving cloud computing security. A security mechanism
can be defined as a process which aimed to detect or/and prevent a security attacks.
Since cloud systems using and sharing large amount of data, information, and services.
So, the goal of attackers is to destroy or steal customer resources. They are exploit the
vulnerabilities related to cloud environment.

4

Attacks on Mobile Devices and Mobile Apps

The research studies show that attackers are now focusing increasingly on mobile
apps and devices. Mobile and wireless devices use many apps through the internet and
www connection that cases them a main goal for attackers that motivated destroy and
prevent security mechanisms and cause apps failure and threats. This situation requires
increasing efforts against attackers to avoid or minimize the bad effects that infect mobile device and apps. This will done by innovate mobile device security mechanism and
propose solutions for security issues continual [18]. Attackers are infect the weak point
in the mobile connection and enhancing the most successful scams for infecting the
mobile apps.
The types of mobile attacks are divided into four categories include [19]:
Physical Based Attacks: Mobile and wireless devices are manufacturing for using
them in daily life. So, the security of the mobile machine is an important field. Some of
mobile physical attacks are presented: [20, 21, 22]:
• Bluetooth: It supports the short-range radio technology for exchanging data over
short distances. So many active attacks, and vulnerabilities can effected mobiles
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through Bluetooth. Also malware can transfer from mobile to mobile through Bluetooth services.
• Lost or stolen mobiles: The loss and theft of mobile devices are form a dangerous
threat since these software apps and hardware devices can be resold on the market,
which threatens a user’s personal private and sensitive information
Application Based Attacks: Many download apps and files are free over the internet, and most of them have serious security issues. Also, free malicious software and
apps are available on different web pages and websites, contain great fraud and scams.
Application based attacks can be classified as following [20, 21, 22]:
• Denial of service attack: In this type of attack, the attacker denies the access of app
services to the mobile users. With mobile hardware problems, an experienced attackers can infect mobile device with a small effort, and even one or two attackers may
be enough to infect mobile and make it unsafe.
• Spyware: This programs is developed to gather personal and private information
without a user’s acceptance. It focuses on data and typically include the user’s location, contact list, private photos, financial information, emails, history of user
browser, and user call history.
• Malware: Is a malicious program executes malicious actions after installed itself in
a user’s mobile without taking user acceptance. It can add charges to any invoice of
a user, send junked messages to user’s contact list, and give an attacker the authority
to access the mobile device.
• Vulnerable application: Applications that contain faults and used with malicious intent to infect mobile devices and apps. It gives the attackers the authority and permission to perform unwanted process such as: access private, personal, business information, and download apps without approval.
• Privacy attacks: It can be caused by mobile apps and malicious apps. For example,
the GPS can provide information about places visited by a user. The attacker can
steal this information which may cause dangerous problems.
Network Based Attacks: Mobile and wireless devices provide good support to cellular networks and wireless LAN, both network models may have different types of
attacks, some of them include [20, 21, 22]:
• Network exploits: This attack uses the weakness of the mobile OS or other apps that
operates on the wireless networks. When the mobiles are connected through a wireless network, attackers install some bad and malicious programs on users’ mobile
without their acceptance.
• Mobile network services: Mobile services such as SMS, MMS, and voice calls can
be used for attacking mobile devices. By this way, a new attack called "phishing"
attack will infect mobile devices. A phishing attack collects sensitive and private
information from the user by representing itself as an authorized user or device.
• Wi-Fi sniffing: This involves the interruption of data among mobiles and the Wi-Fi
access point from the air. It considers that every mobile apps and web pages has
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some weakness. Thus, passing data in the Wi-Fi medium is a big risk. Unencrypted
data can easily be collected by attackers.
Cloud-Based Attacks: The users of mobile always use cloud-based apps over the
wireless internet. Thus attacks related to such process is a major concern, and many
researches proved that cloud-based attacks are very serious problem for mobile devices
some of them include:
• Drive by downloads: This include automatic download of mobile apps from malicious web page addresses.
• Browser exploits: This type of attack u the weakness points of Web browser or an
app used the browser of the user’s mobile. Generally, when user visiting an unsafe
website, clicking in a browser can install and run an infected program or apps on a
victim mobile device, where the attacker has full control and can expose the user’s
date and facilitate data privacy theft.
• Phishing scams: It is a way of attacker to steal user’s private and business information by using them as a reliable users using a link on a social networking website,
chat, spam email, or malicious website.

5

Denial of Service Attacks for Mobile Device and Apps

The main goal of the DDoS attack is to deny services accessibility of a mobile app
or a mobile device itself. The facing of mobiles DDoS attacks are mostly due to strong
connectivity and reduced capabilities which includes: the limitation of mobile hardware
power, attacking a mobile can be done with a small effort of attacker. DDoS attack
could quickly uses the mobile batteries, shutdown or limit the operation time and CPU
perform, these tasks require a lot of energy or force to shut down the mobile. Another
type of DDoS that sends a very large amount of SMS or MMS to the same mobile
number to either deny users to achieve their objectives or infect the apps services [7].
Since using SMS communications for sending messages between mobile devices, lowend mobile can be forced to shut down. For this purpose, the SMS protocol can be used
to transfer small bad programs that can execute on a mobile. Network operators use
these files to change the settings on a mobile device [23].
For mobile-based systems running under cloud computing environment, the main
objective of the DoS and DDoS attacks is to target and infect cloud resources. Dos
attack causes serious damages for cloud services, so it is essential to develop a detection
mechanism for protecting mobile-based apps that using cloud computing services [5].
The DOS attack is usually published from a single machine, as opposed to a
DDOS attack which is published from multiple machines. Naturally these machines
aren’t all owned by the attacker. These machines are usually added to the hacker’s network by means of malware. This group of machines is called a botnet. As the attack
may be distributed over multiple machines, it will be very hard to differentiate authorized users from attackers. In DoS attacks, the attacker tries to overload the target Mobile-based system with web service requests so that it cannot respond to any other requests and hence as the result, the resources will be unavailable to the authorized users.
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On the other hand, in DDoS attacks, the attacker (called master) uses several compromised machines called zombies to launch DoS attack on the target device (victim), and
as a result service will be delayed or/and stopped, as shown in Figure (1). Also, in DoS
attacks, an attacker tries to inject malicious instructions into active web site via the
current web browser by opening many windows and as a result deny authorized users
access to cloud services. In addition, an attacker tries to overload the target cloud based
system through mobile with service requests in order to stop responding to any new
requests and hence made resources unavailable to its authorized users. It is difficult to
distinguish the different types of DoS and DDoS attacks by using only one measure
because each type of attack has different features that may suggest it belongs to multiple
classes [5].

Fig. 1. DDoS attacks for Mobile devices through cloud computing

6

Proposed Model for Securing Mobile Systems against DDoS

Securing users’ information and apps from attacker and hackers are a key to establish
and maintain consumers’ trust in the mobile platform, especially in mobile cloud computing. A proposed architecture for mobile cloud computing security is shown in Figure 2. In this architecture presented we concerned with both security of mobile users
and security for user information. Since mobile devices are exposed to numerous security attacks such as: DDoS and malicious programs (e.g., virus, worm, and Trojan
horses) via mobile vulnerability. On the other hand, mobile users store a large amount
of information and apps on a cloud computing, so they should be careful of dealing with
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these data in terms of its reliability, integrity, and security. Cloud computing provides
mobile users to utilize secure cloud services on the fly as pay-as-you-go manner via the
Internet.
In spite of the cloud performance and capability, the cloud infrastructure responds
to mobile DDoS attacks which are most serious threat capable of crashing mobile apps
that stored on cloud. In this section we introduce a proposed model to protect mobile
apps against DDoS attacks.

Fig. 2. Proposed architecture for mobile cloud computing security

The proposed model in Figure 3, includes various functions that define the system
processes. This process are integrated to protect mobile apps against DDoS attacks.
This functions produce system operations and control the constraints on each process.
Some of these functions are shown in Table 1:
Table 1. Main functions to protect mobile apps against DDoS attacks
Function
Request_controller
Unavailable_requests

Attack_IP
DDoS_detector
DDoS_ attacks

Request_scheduler
Mobile_cloud_services
Check_final_response
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Discretion
Used to check the "server availability"; for "Yes/No" responses action.
Used to compare the action taken with the last record in the "unavailable_ requests" table that has taken the server down, and go back to the
client site; otherwise the system execute the "Attack_IP" validation process.
Used to check if "Yes" response, then the request is stored as a black list
request record in the "blacklist_IP" table, and go back to the client site
also; otherwise the "DDoS-detector" process is executed.
Used to validate the request against the DDoS attacks. If the request is
not valid (i.e., No response); then the system run the "DDoS_attacks"
process.
Used to add some flags in the request's header, these flags will be used to
find source of attack in the next executions, and then stores a request IP
address as a black list request record in the "blacklist_IP" table, and go
back to the client site; otherwise (i.e., in case of valid request) the system
schedules the request through the "Request_scheduler" process.
Used to store the valid request in the temporary database table "valid_request", if a request is put in the "valid_request" table, then it will be processed by the server otherwise it will be kept in waiting state.
Used to forward the results to "Check_final_response()" process.
Used to validate the response, removes the processed request from the
"valid_request" table, and sends the result message to the client site.
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Fig. 3. Model for protect mobile-based systems against DDoS attacks

The proposed model in this research is focused to detect and protect the mobilebased systems against DDoS attacks in cloud computing environment. The performance
of the updated approach was evaluated in terms of accuracy, sensitivity and specificity
rates, which computed as following:
SYS accuracy = (Tp + Tn) / (Tp + Tn + Fp + Fn) x 100%
SYS sensitivity = (Tp) / (Tp + Fn) x 100%
SYS specificity = (Tn) / (Tn + Fp ) x 100%
Where, Tp is the No. of cases correctly identified as attacked packets, Tn is the No.
of cases correctly identified as normal packets, Fp is the No. of cases incorrectly identified as attacked packets, and Fn is the No, of cases incorrectly identified as normal
packets.
In Table 2, we have used various experimental data sizes and thresholds to get the
experimental result of the proposed model. The system is evaluated under multiple
source attack environments in terms of accuracy, sensitivity and specificity.
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Table 2. Performance evaluation results

6.1

Performance Evaluation of DDoS Attacks

Ten data sizes (N) of 1000, 2000, …, 10000 packets were randomly selected, and ten
thresholds (K) requests (where K <= Tp). The updated version of the algorithm mentioned in [16], was applied and tested to the data according to the window size N, and
the threshold K. In addition to Tp, Tn, Fp, and Fn, we have two features fed for the implementation of algorithm; these two features are the source IP address and the destination IP address. Table 2, presents the experimental results for protect cloud systems
against DDoS attacks. From Table 2, we can conclude that the system has performance
average of (97.03%), where it has the average percentage of accuracy (98.05%), the
average percentage of sensitivity (93.34%), and the average percentage of specificity
(98.68%).

7

Conclusion

The main objective of this research study is to introduce a novel model for securing
mobile-based systems against DDoS attacks. We present also a proposed architecture
for mobile cloud computing security that concerned with both security of mobile users
and security for user information. The feedbacks of the experimental results were highly
promising, for protecting mobile systems against DDoS attacks. The effectiveness of
the proposed approach is evaluated. For DDoS attacks detection, we have concluded that
the proposed approach has performance average of (97.03%), where it has the average
percentage of accuracy (98.05%), the average percentage of sensitivity (93.34%), and
the average percentage of specificity (98.68%).
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